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INRULE®  TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW 

InRule Technology® is an intelligence automation company providing 
integrated decisioning, machine learning and process automation 
software to the enterprise. By enabling IT and business leaders to 
make better decisions faster, operationalize machine learning, and 
improve complex processes, the InRule® Intelligence Automation 
Platform increases productivity, drives revenue, and provides 
exceptional business outcomes. More than 500 organizations 
worldwide rely on InRule for mission critical applications. InRule 
Technology has been delivering measurable business and IT results 
since 2002.

InRule puts the power of automation into the hands of those best 
informed to use it. 

Our unique, wholistic, human-in-the-loop solution Intelligence 
Automation delivers decision-automation, process-automation and 
machine-learning capabilities. Our powerful, plain-language AI tools 
equip team members to decide better, predict more accurately and 
perform at their highest level. 

POPULAR USE CASES

• Loan origination 

• Insurance rating and 
underwriting

• Eligibility 
determination

• Claims management

• Inventory 
management 

• HR onboarding

• Fraud determination

• Customer churn 
prediction

• Dynamic case 
management

ROI AND OTHER 
QUANTIFIABLE BENEFITS*

• Nearly $1.5 million in 
cost savings

•  5% revenue increase

•  38% reduction in 
implementation costs

•  37% reduction in 
maintenance costs 

• Almost 2 days per 
week reclaimed by 
IT staff

•  50% of users are 
non-technical

DECISION AUTOMATION empowers non-technical 
subject matter experts to author, test, deploy, analyze and 
manage complex business rules and decision logic, all 
without relying on IT staff. 

PROCESS AUTOMATION facilitates digital transformation 
by imposing structure and compliance to repetitive, error-
prone functions, consolidating legacy data sources and 
freeing team members to work with joy. 

MACHINE LEARNING provides detailed insights, 
actionable predictions and key recommendations with 
an easy-to-use workbench – all without code, and with 
detailed factors behind every single prediction.

*Benefits reported from the 2021 InRule User 
Community Survey

Empowering Organizations Through 
No-Code, AI-Powered Automation
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SUCCESS STORIES

AON EXCELS THROUGH AUTOMATION.

“It takes an experienced programmer 120 to160 hours to develop decision logic. An actuary, 
using InRule, can do it in two days.” –Aon underwriter

One of the world’s leading providers of risk-management services, Aon sought 
to add automation support to their proprietary platform. InRule delivered 
a seamless, no-code AI solution enabling policy-line experts to author and 
deploy decision logic easily and instantly through their purpose-built workflow.

LOAN DEPOT PROVIDES FASTER MORTGAGE ORIGINATION.

“InRule has enhanced our loan origination application and allowed us to service more 
customers while providing better service.” –Mark Ramirez, Director Software Development

The second largest non-bank lender in the U.S. developed a self-service loan 
origination application for faster and more competitive products for customers. 
Loan Depot business users are now empowered to manage decision logic for 
loan applications to remain competitive and compliant.

OKLAHOMA HCA LAUNCHES FIRST REAL-TIME ELIGIBILITY.

“We changed how Medicaid works. Soon we can change the way government works.”  
–IT Manager, Oklahoma Healthcare Authority

With one of the country’s highest rates of uninsured citizens, Oklahoma 
responded to its care crisis with AI. The Oklahoma Health Care Authority 
(OHCA) turned to InRule for human-in-the-loop decision automation that would 
allow administrators to retain complete control. Today, Medicare applicants can 
receive instant approval of vital benefits 24/7, instead of having to wait 30 days 
or more. And the state enjoys $18 million in annual savings.

GRANNGÅRDEN CLAIMS NEW EFFICIENCY.

“Today, we enjoy the confidence that our claims data is complete and correct.” 
–Åke Wallin, Process Manager, Business Development

For Granngården, a long-established Swedish home and garden chain, as 
with many retailers, as major challenge was timely claims reimbursement and 
resolution. Through InRule Process Automation, they’ve completely automated 
claims management. The company eliminated human effort and errors, and 
realizes ongoing savings, happier staff and more satisfied customers.

Try the InRule Intelligence Automation Platform for free by visiting www.inrule.com/free-trial


